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This renort a^c•rren t 	 a conputer ^roarP.n which
generates finite element meshes for NASTR:►.Y in a manner convenient
to the study of 1"in.ated comrasite flat plates. It is capable of
creating 8 node aU elements, GRID cooriinates, and MUD data
in the appropriate NASTRAN formst. It is more convenient for this







GRIDUL is a short, =1 simple cccputer proe-an written s-:ecically
^...,	 for convenience ir. generating finite elenents and grid points
appropriate for studying laminated composite flat slates on FASTRAN.
It relieves the engineer from the tedious and tine ornsuninR use of
BASTRAN's (for our purpose) akward areproces-tors. Grid mints are
generated in a se quence resulting in minimal bandwidth for con-.!on
laminate geometries. Eight node HZXA elements, X"ID coordinates, and .
PWLID data are generated in formats ap propriate for XASTRAN input.
A minimal amount of input is required, and thT origin of g^id








elements and meshes, they are found to be very akward for studying
laminated composite flat plates. GRIDRL is written and .'.dcumenteA
since it way be of more general use is studies of lamirate4 plates.
The desire to model Graphite/epoxy plates of varying thicknesses,
stacking sequences, lengths, widtne, material pro perties, and mesh
sizes led to this programs's development. rar less input is required
using URIDDEL than would be using N .3 RdR's preprocessors. Fbr
example, a 31) mesh of thousands of elements and grid points can be




5CAPABILITIE'S	 OF POOR QUALITY
1) ^Jeneratec '--D r.,esh of 8 nnle brick elements, grid roints, and
PWLID d,ta k is yUq GRID, and PSOLID X S=b data in AAS RAIY input
format) .
2) Lamina material ids can be specified layer by layer in the a-
direction.
3) Easy to change one or more lamina thickness, material id, length,
width, mesa.sise.
A) Arbitrary crig;.n coor4inates.
5) Bandwidth is nin:mRl for typical laminates being studied.
6) Variable element sizes easy to input.
MUITATIONS
1) Presently capable only of 8 node.brick.elements.
2) Input a:+_nropriate for NASM,1 + MCS version.
3) Size of mesh. limited by dimension statements; currently
20 x 10 x 33 s 6600 elements in x,y,z directions.
4) Generates grid points and elements only in z,y,x sequence.
5) Elements (lamina) with the same PSO LID cards lie in xy planes.
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0M.,PM (simple test case)	 ONN 	 • PAGE M
OF POOR QUALM
GRID 1 -2.00000-1.00000-0.50000
GRID 2 -2.000O3-1.00000	 0.00000
-	 GRID 3 -2.00000-1.00000 0.50000
GRID 4 -2.00000	 0.00000-0.30000
GRID 5 -2.00000 0.00000 0.00000
GRID 6 -2.000QO	 0.00000	 0.50000
GRID 7 -2.00000	 1.00000-0.50000
GRID a -2.00003	 1.00090	 0.00000
GRID 9 -2.00000	 1.00000 0.50000
GRID 10 -1.00000-1.00000-0.50000
GRID 11 -1.00000-1.00000	 0.00000
GRID 12 -i	 00000-1.00000	 0.50000
GRID 13 -1.00000 0.00000-0.50000
GRID 14 -1.00000	 0.00000 0.00000
GRID 15 -1.00000	 0.00000	 0.50000
GRID 16 -1.00000	 1.00000-0.50000
GRID 17 -1.00000	 1.00000	 0.00000
GRID 18 -1.00000	 1.00000	 0.50000
GRID 19 0.00000-1.00000-0.50000
GRID 20 0.00000-1.00000	 0.00000
GRID 21 0.00000-1.00000	 0.50000
GRID 22 0.00000	 0.00000-0.50000
GRID 23 0.00000	 0.00000	 0.00000
GRID 24 0.00000	 0.00000	 0.50000
'GRID 25 0.00000	 1.00000-0.50000
GRID 26 0.00000	 1.00000	 0.00000
GRID 27 0.00000	 1.00000	 0.50000
GRID 28 1.00000-1.00000-0.50000
GRID 29 1.00000-1.00000	 0.00000
GRID 30 1.00000-1.00000	 0.50000
GRID 31 1.00000	 0.00000-0.50000
GRID 32 1.00000 0.00000
	
0.00000
GRID 33 1.00000 0.00000	 0.50000
GRID 34 1.00000	 1.00000-0.50000
GRID 35 1.00000	 1.00000	 0.00000




j	 GRID 39 2.00000-1.00000	 0.500^0
GRID 40 2.00000
	 0.00000-0.503,1
GRID 41 2.00000	 0.00000
	
0.00000
GRID 42 2.00000 0.00000	 0.500004
GRID 43 2.00000	 1.00000-0.50000
GRID 44 2.00000	 1.00000	 0.00000
GRID 45 2.00000 1.00000	 0.50000
CHEXA 1 1	 1	 10	 13 4 2 11AC	 1
+C 1 14 5
CHEXA 2 2	 2	 11	 14 5 3 12AC	 2
+C 2 15 6
CHEXA 3 3	 4	 13	 16 7 5 14AC	 3
+C 3 17 a
CHEXA 4 4	 5	 14	 17 a 6 1SAC	 4
+C 4 18 9
CHEXA 5 5	 10	 19	 22 13 11 20AC	 5
+C 5 23 14
CHEXA 6 6	 11	 20	 23 14 12 21AC	 6
+C 6 24 1S
CHEXA 7 7	 13	 22	 25 16 14 23AC	 7
+C 7 26 17
CHEXA a a	 14	 23	 26 17 15 24AC	 a
+C a 27 is






CHEXA 10 10	 20	 29	 32 23 21 30AC	 10
+C 10 33 24
CHEXA 11 11	 22	 31	 34 25 23 32AC	 11
+C 11 35 26_
CHEXA 12 12	 23	 32	 35 26 24 33AC	 12
+C 12 74 27
Cif:>.^,
1
+C	 13 41 32
+CEXA 29 
14 4 2 33
CHEXA 15 15	 31
a^	 15 44 35
CHEXA 16 16	 32





































SAXPLE PR03T..;.:; 2 Quasi -isotropic Gr&paite /Enoxy 16 layer vlate^
stacking se juence (0 /+45 /90 / d5 /-A5 /90
D IAL PAGE 2
POOR QUALITY
	 12e0 elecents
s	 1728 grid points






0.0795 thickness in z-direction
32 nodes, 31 elements in z-direction
(not shown) representing 15 Gr /E plies (each 0.0049)
































































Output is not included due to bulkir:4 of 1728 grid point, 1240 elecent,
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